NEED ALL-WEATHER PROTECTION?
WITH ADJ’s IP65 ALL-WEATHER RATING:
IT’S OK TO TAKE YOUR LIGHTING ON THE ROAD LESS TRAVELLED

The ADJ 32 HEX Panel IP is an IP65 rated multi-functional wash / blinder / color strobe fixture for indoor or outdoor use. It features 32x 12W HEX LEDs (6-IN-1 – RGBWA+UV), 8 individually controlled sections with Pixel Zone Control and a 24-degree beam angle. With an all metal, black housing and IP65 outdoor rating, its protected from elements - dust, sand, moisture and liquids. It includes a magnetic removable filter frame to add a diffusion filter to change the beam angle.

On the rear panel it features Seetronic, IP65 rated, 5-pin XLR, DMX In/Out connections, and Seetronic IP65 rated, Power locking In/Out connections to daisy chain power and data. Both the DMX and power connections are fitted with rubber protective covers. An OLED display with touch buttons helps to easily navigate the functions of the fixture.

The 32 HEX Panel IP is flicker free for film and broadcast, and has multiple DMX control modes, dim modes, and selectable gamma and LED refresh rate settings.
Light Source:
• LED: 32x 12W HEX (6-In-1) RGBWA+UV LEDs (50,000 hr.)
• Beam Angle: 24-degrees
• LUX: 33040 @ 1M, 1322 @ 5M (Full On No UV); 20659 @ 1M, 826 @ 5M (Full On)

Features:
• IP65 rated – protects from dust, sand, moister, water
• All metal construction with black housing
• Includes heavy duty bracket
• Sure-lock locking bracket system (securely locks every 10-degrees)
• Includes magnetic removable filter frame to add a diffusion filter
• Flicker free for film and broadcast

Construction:
• Display: OLED display with function buttons
• Data In/Out: Seetronic IP65 rated, 5-pin XLR, DMX In/Out (with rubber protective covers over connections)
• Power In/Out: Seetronic IP65 rated Power locking In/Out (with rubber protective covers over connections)
• All Metal Heavy-Duty Housing: Built To Last In Out door or Touring Applications

Sure-lock locking bracket system
Optional Barn Door
Control:
• 7 DMX Channel Modes: Multiple DMX channel modes
• 8 individually controlled sections with Pixel Zone Control
• 0-100% Dimming + smooth 16-bit Dimming
• 5 Dimming Curve Modes
• Control Mode: DMX512, RDM
• Gamma Brightness: Multiple settings
• LED Refresh Rate: Multiple settings
• With Wired Digital Communication Network

Electrical:
• Power voltage: AC100-240V, 50/60Hz (Multi-voltage)
• Power consumption: 220W max

Dimensions / Weights:
• Dimension: 13.75” x 9” x 6.75” / 350x230x170mm
• Weight: 24.25 lbs. / 11kg.

What’s Included:
• Removable frost filter with metal frame
• Seetronic IP65 rated locking power cord
• Two Safety cables
• Display: OLED display with function buttons
• Data In/Out: Seetronic IP65 rated, 5-pin XLR, DMX In/ Out (with rubber protective covers over connections)
• Power In/Out: Seetronic IP65 rated Power locking In/Out (with rubber protective covers over connections)